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Abstract 
In this paper, the problem of routing messages along shortest paths in a network of processors 
without using complete routing tables is considered. 
The Boolean Routing model is proposed and it is shown that it provides optimal representations 
of all shortest routes on some specific network topologies (such as paths, rings, trees, hypercubes, 
different types of d-dimensional grids, complete graphs and complete bipartite graphs). Moreover, 
it is ialso shown that the model deals efficiently with graphs obtained by applying some types of 
graph compositions, thus resulting in very efficient routing schemes for some classes of networks 
with regular topology. This is done by considering different significant cost measures of the space 
efficiency of the schemes considered. 
1. Introduction 
Routing messages between pairs of processors is a fundamental task in parallel 
and distributed computing systems. In such a framework, a network of processors is 
modeled by an (undirected) connected graph of n nodes each representing a process- 
ing element, where edges model communication links between processors. Assuming 
a cost function on the network edges, it is important to route each message along 
a shortest path from its source to the destination. 
This can be trivially accomplished by referring at each node U, to a complete routing 
table (with O(n) hi-bits entries, where 6i is the node degree) that specifies, for each 
destination G,, the set of all links incident to vi which are on a shortest path between 
v, and II,. 
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Unfortunately, in the general case, such an approach is too space-consuming for 
large interconnection networks, requiring an overall O(n3) bits of information in the 
worst case. This introduces the need of devising routing schemes with smaller tables, 
accepting the possibility of relaxing the constraint that all paths of minimal length must 
be represented. 
Research activities focused on identifying classes of network topologies such that the 
shortest path information at each node can be stored succinctly, assuming that suitable 
“short” labels can be assigned to nodes and links at preprocessing time. Such labels 
are used to encode useful information about the network structure, with special regard 
to shortest paths. 
The most investigated model in this setting is the Interval Routing model [ 1,4-lo], in 
which information is associated to nodes and links according to the Interval Labeling 
Scheme (ILS). In ILS node labels belong to the set { 1,. . . ,n}, assumed cyclically 
ordered, and link labels are pairs of node labels representing disjoint intervals on 
{ 1,. . , n}. It is to note that such a scheme only represents one shortest path for any 
source-destination pair. 
In this paper, we are interested in schemes which represent all shortest paths between 
pairs of nodes. This approach is particularly interesting since, by introducing more 
knowledge of the network topology at each node, it makes it possible to deal better 
also with problems of fault occurrence and efficient traffic distribution. 
In particular, the Boolean Routing model is proposed and it is shown that it can 
be used to improve memory requirements with respect to Interval Routing. According 
to the Boolean Routing model, each node u has an assigned label which is a string 
of bits, and it is associated to a set of predicates, defined on node labels, where each 
predicate corresponds to a link incident to v. Given a destination node u, links to be 
chosen will be the ones whose corresponding predicates are verified when applied to 
the label assigned to u. 
Memory parameters of the Boolean Routing model are formalized and the approach 
is shown to generalize the Interval Routing and to obtain better performances in terms 
of both space complexity (overall length of node and link labels) and number of 
shortest paths represented by the scheme. 
In particular, schemes for classes of graphs obtained by suitably defined compositions 
of other graphs are presented. This shows that the model efficiently deals with highly 
modular graphs, since the optimality of the schemes devised for such graphs can be 
inferred by the optimality of the schemes on the component graphs. 
Similar results for the Interval Routing model have been considered in [7] for the 
case when only one shortest path between every pair of nodes must be represented. 
Notice that representing all shortest paths between each pair of nodes using an ILS 
can be quite costly even for simple networks where a single shortest path for each 
source-destination pair is efficiently represented by an ILS. For instance, if we consider 
d-dimensional hypercubes (with n =2d nodes), there exists a Boolean Routing Scheme 
which represents all shortest paths and requires O(loglogn) bits per link, while any 
ILS which represents just one shortest path for any pair of nodes requires at least one 
M 
interval, i.e. 
ILS requires 
intervals [2]. 
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R(logn) bits. Moreover, if all shortest paths must be represented, any 
even n(n) bits, since at least one link must be labeled with R(n/logn) 
Notice also that any labeling scheme for a d-dimensional hypercube requires 
(2(1og logn) bits per link, since it must assign a different label to each one of the 
log n incident links. 
Similar considerations hold for other interconnection networks like the multi-dimen- 
sional grids (wrapped or unwrapped with respect to the various dimensions). 
This shows that the Boolean Routing model reduces and in some cases even elim- 
inates the existing gap between the information required by an ILS and the current 
lower bounds on the space complexity of any labeling scheme. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the Boolean Routing 
model and all preliminary definitions. In Section 3 we show how this model can be 
used to simulate efficiently each ILS. In Section 4 we prove that this model can be 
efficiently applied to cases where network topologies are fixed or restricted. In Sections 
5 and 6 we show the modularity of the model by considering Boolean Schemes for 
different types of graph products under different cost measures. 
2. The Boolean Routing model 
Let G = ( V,E) be the graph underlying the given network, with n = /VI. In the 
following, for any string CJ, we will denote the length (in bits) of cr as i(a). 
Moreover, for any string of k bits C-J = bkbk-1 bl, we will denote any substring 
b,&_ 1 . b, ( 1 dr <s 6 k) as a[r,s]. Given a partition of g in t substrings, that is a (t+ 
l)-tuple (i~,...,i,) (with k=i, > i,_, > ... > il > io=O) suchthat o’=a[ij_i+l,i,], 
I <j $2 t, let n(r~j) = ij_1 - ij be the length of .j. 
In the Boolean Routing model, given a positive integer q <c log n, * where c is a 
suitable constant whose value depends on the network topology, each node L’, (i = I, 
. ..) n) is labeled by a string li with 2(/i) = q. Let L = {I, 1 i = 1, . . , n}. 
Given a node UA (k = 1,. ,n) with degree &, let any arbitrary ordering ef, e,k,. . ,eii 
be defined among its incident links. We assume that a certain set P/, Pt,. . . , Pb”, of link 
predicates defined on L is associated to t&: given any node U, <‘(lj) is true iff a shortest 
path from rk to Cj includes link e, . k Given a message m at node t& with destination c’, 
(we assume label lj is specified in the header of m), m is routed on any link e,” such 
that PF(l,) is verified. 
As it can be realized, a fundamental design goal is to reduce the amount of space 
required by the scheme, i.e. to choose node labels so that link predicates can be 
efficiently coded. 
In this paper we will use link predicates defined as follows: given a node label 1, 
( 1) EL is a link predicate such that, for any label I’, Q( 1’) is verified iff I= 1’; 
’ All logarithms are assumed at the base 2. 
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(2) ,LQ (,uLlf) is a link predicate such that, for any label Z’, ,LQ(~‘) (p;(V)) is verified 
iff 161’ (Z<l’+ 1). 
In general, link predicates need not be necessarily of the above kind; however, if a 
node label 1 is partitioned in substrings I’, 12,. . . , lh, and P : (0, l}‘(“) + (0, l} is any 
predicate, then a predicate Pi : (0, l}‘(‘) -+ (0, 1 } can be derived by means of the above 
link predicates, such that Pj(1) = P(Zj) (i.e. Pj is P restricted over the jth substring 
of I). 
In general, the specification of a link predicate such as EI requires 2 + 3,(Z) bits, 
where 2 bits identify the predicate (among 61, ,UL and ~Lft) and L(Z) must be used to 
store label 1. 
However, if some predicates are defined at each node on the same label 1, and in 
general if common substrings are used to encode link predicates, then it is possible to 
store a common substring only once, referring to it by means of pointers. 
By the above observation we assume that apart from its label li each node vi stores 
a code string S?i = L?i, 1 . .Yi,z. If ki is referred by some link predicate, then Yi,r = li; 
otherwise, LZi;:, 1 is the empty string. Moreover, L?i,2 = w1 . . wk, where ~1,. . , wk iS a 
set of strings used in predicates associated to links incident to v,. We will assume that 
if Y,,, = li then I, is stored only once, that is not twice as node label and as substring 
of 9,. 
As a consequence, if we denote by 9 the set of all link predicates, the space required 
to encode link predicates is given by a function n : (0, l}* x P + N such that for a 
suitable constant c > 1: 
1. ci(~,&El)=/i(~,lll)=/1(~,Illt)~ 
0 cif l-9; 
l c + L(l) if 1 is specified directly in the predicate (without referring to 9); 
l c + 2 log n(Z) if 1 is a substring of 9 (2 [log n(Z)] bits are sufficient to identify 
1 in 9); 
2. if 9” is a substring of 9 then, for any predicate P, A(.Y’,P) = A(_Y,P) + 
2 [log i( L?)l (2 [log L(Z)] bits are sufficient to identify 9’ in 9); 
3. let each node label 1 be partitioned in substrings I’, 12,. . . , lh. For any 1 < j<h, 
A( 9, Pj) = A(_C?, P) + 2 [log R( l)l (2 [log 3,(l)] bits are sufficient to specify the sub- 
string of the argument on which P has to be applied); 
4. for any link predicate P, A( 9, -P) < c + A( 9, P); 
5. for any pair of link predicates P,,P,, A(Z,PlAP2)<c + A(LZ,Pl) + A(L!?,P2) and 
analogously A(~,PIVP~)<C+A(~,P~)+A(Y,P~). 
Clearly, the total space required at each node is the sum of the space required by 
link predicates and the length of string 9, plus possibly the length of the node label 
if it is not contained in 9’. 
In general, for any graph G = ( V, E) and scheme 9; on G representing shortest paths 
between pairs of nodes in V, each node vi E V requires R(logn + 6, log &) bits of 
information, where 12 = 1 VI and 6i is the degree of ai, i.e. the number of incident links. 
In fact, R(log n) bits are necessary to assign distinct node labels, while R(& log &) 
bits are needed at node ai to assign distinct incident link labels. 
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According to these observations, we have the following definitions: 
Definition 2.1. A scheme is k-balanced (k 3 1) if at each node z’, it requires at most 
k(10g n + 6, log Si) + o(k(log II + 6i log 6,)) bits of information. 
Definition 2.2. A scheme is k-global (k 3 I ) if it globally requires at most k(n log n + 
C:=, di log 8;) + o(k(n log n + C:=, i& log 8,)) overall bits of information. 
It is immediate that a k-balanced scheme is also k-global, while the converse in 
general does not hold. 
Notice that, in general, we may consider ,f(n)-balanced and f‘(n)-global schemes, 
where f(n) is some function. In these cases, we are interested to evaluate the asymp- 
totic behavior of f(n), thus resulting in the definition of 0( j’(n))-balanced and 
0( J’(n))-global schemes. 
So far, we have considered the overall amount of information necessary to store at 
each node its label and link predicates. However, since node labels require O(logn) 
bits, it makes sense to take into account the space required to encode only link pred- 
icates (that is the length $9) of the code string _!P plus, for each predicate P, 
49,P)). 
By the above observation we have the following definitions: 
Definition 2.3. A scheme is k-edge-balanced if at each node z’; at most k6; log 6, + 
o(k6,: log &) overall bits of information are required to encode link predicates. 
Notice that in this definition some problems may arise if a node L’~ is such that ii, = 1. 
In fact, in this case, 6i log 6i = 0 and even if the amount of space Pi used to represent 
the link predicate is constant, there exists no k > 0 such that Pi <k& log ~5;. However, 
since the corresponding predicate (i.e. the inequality function of the node label) must 
be specified, we can compare the memory occupation simply with 6; instead of 6, log ci,, 
that is we implicitly assume that (5, log 6, == 1 if 6, = 1. 
Definition 2.4. A scheme is k-edge-global if it globally requires at most kc:_, 6, log 
6, + o(k C:=, di log 6,) overall bits of information to encode link predicates. 
As in the previous case, if a scheme is k-edge-balanced then it is k-edge-global, while 
the converse in general does not hold. Furthermore, if a scheme is k-edge-balanced (k- 
edge-global) then it is k-balanced (k-global). Again, the converse in general does not 
hold.. Analogous to the observations above, 0( ,f(n))-edge-balanced and 0( ,f’(n))-edge- 
global schemes can also be defined. 
Notice that in this paper we do not consider space savings due to string encodings. 
In particular, we make the following assumptions: 
1. link predicates are defined by means of logical operators applied on a small set of 
elementary predicates, computable in a linear number of bit operations; 
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2. each elementary predicate is binary and is encoded by means of a constant number 
of bits; to each elementary predicate a string is always associated which is used as 
one of the arguments; 
3. the encoding of a composition of predicates is derived through the concatenation of 
their encodings, plus a constant number of bits which encode the logical operator 
applied; 
4. node labels are not encoded, i.e. predicates are directly applied on node labels as 
they are represented in the scheme. 
The above assumptions rule out the possibility that space saving can be obtained (at 
the cost of a larger predicate evaluation time) by complex encodings of link predicates 
and node labels. 
Notice that, even if more sophisticated encodings could improve upper bounds on 
the space complexity of the scheme, the only lower bound we consider holds for 
any possible encoding strategy. This implies that optimal (l-balanced, l-global, l-edge 
balanced, l-edge global) schemes cannot be improved, while there is a possibility 
that, for non-optimal solutions, more efficient schemes could be obtained by means of 
sophisticated string encodings. 
3. Simulating the ILLS model 
It is easy to see that the Boolean model is a generalization of the ILS one [8-lo]. In 
fact, what is done in Boolean Routing is to exploit the binary representation of labels, 
by possibly referring to specific parts of it (substrings). Thus the following theorem 
can be easily proved: 
Theorem 3.1. Each ILS can be simulated by a Boolean Scheme requiring asymptot- 
ically the same amount of information. 
Proof. Given a graph G = (V, E), let 9 be an ILS on G with labeling h : V + N+. For 
any v E V let i = h(v) be the ILS label of u, 6 be its degree and il, . . . , ia be the ILS 
labels of edges incident to v. 
Starting from 9, if we denote by lj (j = 1,. . . , 6) the binary representation of ij, it 
is possible to derive a Boolean Scheme &I on G as follows: 
_ the label I of n is the binary representation of i, where A(Z) = [logn], and the code 
string is Y = I; 
- for any j, j = 1,. ,6 - 1, we associate to the jth link a boolean predicate Pj = ~1, A
-w,+, ; notice that n(zTPj) = 42, ,w, ATLI,,, > d c + 42, PI, I+ 42, /a,+, ) d c’ + 
2 log n, for suitable constants c, c’; 
- for the 6th link Ps = ,ula V 7~1, ; notice that A(Z, Pa) <c + 2 log n, for a suitable 
constant c. 
Clearly, the Boolean Scheme 99 routes messages exactly on the same links used by 
the ILS 9 and it requires an equal amount of space, since at each node the same 
information is stored. 0 
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The theorem can be easily extended to k-ILS and, in general, to schemes exploiting 
intervals to route messages. Just notice that each link function is simply a disjunction 
of components each characterizing an interval associated to that link. Hence, all results 
proved for these models still hold in our framework. 
4. Boolean Schemes with minimum space complexity 
In this section we present Boolean Routing Schemes for some common network 
types. All of them are k-balanced or k-global, for small constant values of k. Moreover, 
their edge-balanced and edge-global occupation are considered. 
4.1. Paths 
In this case, the Boolean Routing Scheme is very simple. Let us assign a label I of 
length A( I) = [log n1 and a code string li” := 1 to each node starting from one end and 
proceeding in increasing order towards the other one (forward direction). At node u,, 
with label li, link predicates are: 
- Link (ui,vi+r): Pf=p[; note that /1(_Y’, Pf) <cl for a suitable constant cl. 
- Lmk (v,, 02_ 1): Pb = ~pl, ; note that A(Y, Pb) < c2 for a suitable constant C2. 
So the scheme represents all shortest paths and is l-balanced (and thus l-global). 
Furthermore, by Definitions 2.3 and 2.4 the scheme is (logn)-edge-balanced and 
(ilog n)-edge-global. In fact, all nodes require log n + c bits of information (included 
the code string) to represent link predicates, and their degree is 2, except the first and 
last one. 
4.2. Rings 
In the case of weighted rings, again we assign a label 1 of length 1.(l) = [log ~1 
to each node, starting from one node and proceeding in increasing order in a chosen 
f&-ward direction. 
Given a node Ui, let oil the farthest node optimally reachable by following the 
link incident to ui in the forward direction, and let Uih be the farthest node optimally 
reachable by following the link incident to ui in the backward direction (note that it 
may result in ui, = Uib). Let 9 = li . li,. The following predicates can be defined for 
links incident to node ui: 
Forward link: Rf = p:A~p;~, n(u,Rf)=n(l,.1,,~:.A-~,I,)~c+n(l,.I,,:/1,:)+ 
n(li’li,,~t,)~C’+n(li,~:)+2 lOgi(li’~l, )+A(Zj,,/L[, )+2 lOgA(Zi’l*, )<C”+4lOglOg~~ 
for suitable constants c, c’, c”; 
Backward link: Rh = ~,ul, /\pLlf , if li, = li, + 1, else if li, = l,, Rb = lpi, up/,, , with 
n(Z, Rb) d c + 4 log log n, for a/suitable constant c. 
Hence, the scheme represents all shortest paths and is 2-balanced and (logn)-edge- 
balanced. A slightly more complex construction allows to obtain a l-balanced scheme 
for unweighted rings (see [3]). 
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4.3. Trees 
Choose any node Y as root. Label all nodes of the tree in preorder. Consider a node 
u with label 1 and let let(v) be the level of v in the rooted tree (with Zev(r) = 0). 
If v is a leaf, then the code string of v is 9 = I, its link predicate f, = 7~1 and 
A(_Y, j&,) dc for a suitable constant c. If v is not a leaf, let d - 1 be the number 
of links to nodes at level Zev(u) + 1, 11, . . . , ld- 1 the labels of such nodes and I, the 
greatest label in the subtree rooted at a. Notice that by the preorder labeling Ii = I + 1, 
thus the code string of v is S? = I.12 . . . ’ . Id-1 . I,. The link predicates at v are 
f&= WVPI~ with A(z, .&) d c + n(PY, PLI) + n(T, P[, ) 
= c + /i(l,,Q) + 2[log3(9)1 
for suitable constants c and c’ 
+ A([,> PII,) + 2r1og A(al 
< c' + 4 log((d + 1) log n), 
fr =&WLlz (f, =p:r\lpz if d=2), 
4~,.fl) = ~(~.~2,fl)+2rlog~(~)l 
< c + /1(Z . 12, p;) + A(Z . 12, ,u12 > + 2 [log A(6p)l 
= c + w,& + 2rlog4~ * 1211 + 412,PLI>) 
+2rlogA(1.12)1 + 2[logI(Y)l 
< c’ + 4 log(log n) + 2 log((d + 1) log n), 
for suitable constants c and c’, and the same holds if fi = ~7 ~\pLlfj. 
fi=~-lr,A~,+I (i=l,...,d-2), fd-I =&-, A? It, 
n(~,J;:)=n(~,fd_l)~c+4log(logn)+2log((d+ l)logn), 
for a suitable constant c. Clearly if d =2 then fd-_l =f,. 
Thus the total amount of information stored at node u is A(Y), which is bounded 
by d log n plus a constant, plus the space required to encode link predicates, that is at 
most 
dlogn+cd+2(d+l)log(dlogn)+4(d-1)loglogn 
dc’d+dlogn+2(d+ l)logd+(6d-2)loglogn, 
for suitable constants c, c’. 
The scheme represents all shortest paths, but in general it is not k-balanced for 
k constant. In fact, each node requires at least d logn bits of information and if d z 
log n then k = R(log n/ log log n). In particular it is O(max,, v d(log n/log n + d log d))- 
balanced and (log n)-edge-balanced. 
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However, the scheme is 2-global, since by summing up over all the nodes it results 
1 dlogn + c 2(d + 1)logd + c [c’d + (6d - 2)loglognl 
It I’ rE v l,C i’ 
= 2nlogn+2C dlogd+o nlogn+ c dlogd . 
I’E v i rEl’ 
4.4. Complete und complete bipartite yruphs 
The scheme for complete graphs is very simple. All nodes are labeled using [lognl 
bits according to some order and have an empty code string 3. At node v,, the link 
predicate for each edge (vi, ~j) is a/, . Since at each node it is necessary to store its label 
and each link predicate requires at most c + logn bits, the scheme is l-edge-balanced 
(and thus 1 -balanced). 
Given a complete bipartite graph G = (Vi U V,, VI x Vl), label the nodes in Vr in any 
order using [lognl - 1 bits and at each node let each code string 9 be equal to the 
node label. Do the same for nodes in V2. Place a O-bit (l-bit) as the first bit in labels 
of nodes in VI (V,). Thus, labels are considered as composed of two substrings, the 
first one constituted by the first bit, corresponding to variable ~~~~~~~~ and the second 
one by the remaining bits. At node ui, if link e,j (,j = 1,. . , &) reaches node t:h of the 
other partition, the corresponding predicate is P,., = ~E,,I’$c’ VC:~,). Clearly, the scheme 
‘: 
represents all shortest paths and since n(Y, pl. i) <c + 4 log log IZ for a suitable constant 
c, it is l-edge-balanced. 
5. Schemes for graph products 
In the previous section we provided schemes for some simple graph topologies. Such 
schemes are basically obtained by simulating Interval Routing Schemes. In this section, 
we #show the added power of the Boolean model by presenting optimum schemes for 
some classes of graphs obtained by operations of composition of other graphs. This 
approach shows that the model allows an efficient treatment of highly modular graphs, 
since in such cases the optimality of schemes can be inferred by the optimality of the 
schemes of the basic graphs that are involved in the composition. Similar results for 
Interval Routing have been derived in [7]. 
Let us consider a grid configuration of n x m nodes. Independent of the existence of 
wrap-arounds, we can assign node labels according to the following strategy. 
For each subgraph induced by nodes in a same row (row component), assign node 
labels ~1,. , pm with a strategy depending on whether it is a path or a ring. Ana- 
logously, for each subgraph induced by a same column (column component), assign 
node labels 41,. . , qn in the same way. 
L.et u,,~ be a node on row i and column j, let p, (qi) the label assigned to I’,., 
as member of the row (column) component: we assign q, p, (here stands for the 
concatenation operator) as the label of z~~,j. 
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G 
vu22 v32 
Fig. 1. Sample product 
Link predicates for arcs to nodes on row i are just the ones used for routing inside the 
row component, but restricted over the second part of the label, while link predicates for 
arcs to nodes on column j are the ones used for routing inside the column component, 
restricted over the first part of the label. 
We can extend this strategy by letting the row and column components be any graph, 
thus considering the Cartesian product of graphs. 
Definition 5.1. Given two graphs Gi = (Vr,Er ) and G2 = (Vz,Ez), let us define the 
product graph GI x Gz, as the graph G = (V, E), where V = VI x V2 3 and 
The definition states that the subgraph induced by all nodes Ui,,i2 with the same il 
(resp. i2) value is isomorphic to GZ (resp. Gi). In Fig. 1 an example of graph product 
is provided. 
It is not difficult to show that the product operator is commutative and associative, 
so without any ambiguity it is possible to extend the above definition and denote as 
Gi x . . . x Gd the product of d > 2 graphs Gr,. . . , Gd and as Ui ,,,,,, id a generic node of 
Gi, . . . , Gd. This class of graphs includes the topologies of some interconnection net- 
3 For the sake of simplicity we will denote any node (Vi,, ui2 )E V by uil ,iz. 
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works commonly used in parallel architectures, such as hypercubes and d-dimensional 
grids and tori. 
In the following, we will use the notation below: 
- li ,,,_,, id is the label associated to node U, ,,,,, id E V. 
- G,, is the amount of information stored at node Vi, E Vj (including the code string). In 
the case of edge-balanced and edge-global schemes this refers only to the information 
needed to encode link predicates (including the code string). 
~ ci'i, ,.... i,, is the overall space required at a node ~i,,,,,,,,~. Again, in the case of edge- 
balanced and edge-global schemes this refers only to encoding of link predicates. 
- CC’ is the overall space required in the whole network. Also in this case, if edge- 
balanced and edge-global schemes are considered, we refer only to the encoding of 
link predicates. 
- 6i, is the degree of node vi, E I$. 
~ 6il,...,id is the degree of node ai ,,,,,, id E V. 
Notice that x6, 6,! = ~3~,,...,~~; moreover, it is easy to see that, for all k > 0, it is 
C,“=i kdi, log 611 = O(kdl, ,_.., id log di, . .._. id ) and ET=, k(log nj + ~3,~ log hi, ) = O(k(log H + 
6 L ,,.._, i, log 6, ,,_.., I, 11, where n = I VI and for each j nj = / 51. 
The Boolean Scheme for G is obtained as follows: for each node ~;i,? ,,lu’, label I,,,., .!,, 
derives from the concatenation of d substrings, i.e. I ,,,,,,,, d = li, I,, . . l,, where, 
for j = 1,. . ,d, li, is the label of node vi, in graph Gj. Moreover, at each node c ,,._,,, iC,, 
the code string LZil ,.,., ld = .YiyI, . . . . . Yi,, where Y,, is the code string of node v,, in 
graph G,. 
Notice that for any v,,,...,~~ E V, It(li,,,,,,i,) = E;J A(l,)<cC,d_, 1OgfZj = Clog!? for 
a suitable constant c, as required by the definition of the model. 
For what regards edges predicates, if e = (I;, ,...., li ,.... Id, v, ,_,.., I: _.._ ,,) E E, the predicate 
associated to e at node ui, ,___, i ,, ,,, id is P), = Pd, where Pe, is the predicate associated to 
e, = (u,,, vL; ) E Ei at node vi, in the scheme of graph G,. 
It is then possible to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.1. The ubove scheme represents all shortest paths. 
Proof. It is easy to see that, for any pair of nodes v = c’i ,.,_,, II ,,,, ld, v’ = vj; ,,,,_ ‘; ,_,,, I; E V 
and for any 1 d j d d, each edge e = (vi ,,,,,, i ,__,,rc,, v, ,,,, ‘;I ,,.,, 2d ) E E incident to v belongs to 
a shortest path from v to v’ iff edge ei = (vi,, up ) E Ej belongs to a shortest path from / 
vi, to vii’ in graph G,i. 
The lemma is proved by observing that predicate P, associated to e at node v~,,.,,,~,,,,,,~,, 
is precisely predicate Pe, on l{ ,,,,,, i ,,,,.,, d = lir. 
Thus, P,(l,,,...,i ,,..., Id) = Pl(li ,,..,. id) = P,,(li,)t and the lemma holds. 0 
In the following we characterize relationships between schemes defined on Gi , , Gd 
and the scheme defined on G. 
Theorem 5.2. Let G1 and GZ be two graphs having an O(k)-balanced scheme. Then 
the scheme derived by the above construction for GI x G2 is O(k)-balanced. 
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Proof. By construction, node labels are partitioned in two substrings and the link 
predicates on the first (resp. second) dimension are derived as the predicates for graph 
Gl (resp. Gz), evaluated on the first (resp. second) substring of a node label. Thus, 
at each node v,,,,, E V if e = (v;,,;~,v;~,;~) E E is an incident link and the predicate 
associated to e is P, = Pb, (where P,, is the predicate associated to el = (a;, , vi;) E El 
at node V;, in the scheme of graph G,), then 
Similarly, if PC is the predicate associated at u;,,lz to an incident edge e==(ui,,;z,~r,,;~)E 
E such that e2 = (viz,vL;) E E2, then A(-r;“;,,;2,Pe) = A(Y;2,Pe,) + 2[log3Z;,,;,)l + 
2 [log n(-%,,i, )I. 
Since A( 3;, , Pet ) (resp. A( Y;z, PC,)) is just the space required at node U;, E V, (resp. 
Viz E 75) to represent P,, in the scheme for V, (resp. PC2 in the scheme for Q), it is 
@iI,; =Oi, +Oi2 +2h1(r10g~(lil,i2)1 + ~lOg~(~::,,i*)1)+2~i~(~lOg~(Zi,,i,)1 
+r~Os4~i,,iz)-l) 
= O(k(lOg 121 + 6i, log bi, ) + k(lOg n2 + hi, log Si,) 
+(6,~ + 6i2 )(lOg 41il,i2 ) + log 4Z;:,,i* ))) 
= O(WOg n + a,, ,il IO!? 4, ,iz ) + Silri2 log 4li, ,i2 > + bi, ,t2 log 4 -K, ,i2 )). 
But hi,,;, log~(Z;,,;z)<6;,,;z log(clogn) = 0(logn+8;;,i2 loghi,,;,) and as by hypothesis 
n(%, ) = O(k(log nr + hi, log a;, )) and 1(9;;:, ) = O(k(log n2 + 6i, log a;,)), it results 
dij,iz 10g4Z,,iz)=bilri~ lOg(A(yi;:,) + A(=%*)) 
= O(&,i, lOg(WOgn + dil,iz lOg6il,iz))) 
=O(h,,~,(lOgk + lOg(iOgn + &,,i,lOgh,,i,))) 
= O(k(lOg n + hi,,iz log bi,,i,>). 
Thus Lo;,,;, = O(k(log n + S;[,iI logS;,,,,>), and the theorem holds. El 
Notice that for d >2 dimensions we can view Gt x. . . x Gd as obtained by d - 1 binary 
product operations (i.e. products of two graphs). As a direct corollary, if Gt,. . , , Gd 
have O(k)-balanced schemes, then it is possible to obtain an O(cdk)-balanced scheme 
for G1 x . . x Gd, where c is a suitable constant. Here the cd factor takes into account 
the multiplicative constants hidden in the O-notation. A better result can be obtained 
by observing that, if the d - 1 products are performed according to a binary structure 
with leaves Gr , . . . , Gd and root Gr x . . x Gd, each graph G, is involved in [log dl 
products, thus resulting in a O(c ‘“sdk)-balanced scheme, that is a O(dC’k)-balanced 
scheme for a suitable constant c’. 
Anyway, an even better result, independent from d, can be obtained by considering 
the graph Gt x ‘. . x Gd as resulting by a single d-ary product operation. 
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Theorem 5.3. Let G 1,. . . ,Gd be graphs such that each Gj has an O(k)-balanced 
scheme. Then the scheme derived by the above construction for G = GI x x G’d 
is O( k)-balanced. 
Proof. For any 1 f j <d, link predicates on the jth component are derived as the 
predicates for graph Gj, evaluated to the jth substring of a label. Thus, at each node 
ui, .._.. i,, EV if e=(c Ii ,..., i ,..., id) vil i’ _.. 2d , ,,, 1 ) E E is an incident link and the predicate associated 
to e is P, = P;;’ (where Pe, is the predicate associated to ei = (Q,, vii ) E E, at node I’, 
in the scheme of graph Gj), then 
A(YC ,.... ~,J~P,)=~(S, ,.,., L,,~;) = n(Z, ,..., id’Pe,)+2rlog;Xli, ,..., ~~)l 
= n(yi,9 8, ) + 2 [log &li, ,..,, id )1 + 2 [log ~46c;, . . i,, )I. 
Since A(Z’i,, P,, ) is just the space required at node Ui,EI$ to represent P,, in the scheme 
for I$, it is 
ci iI 1, f‘/ = i: a, + 5 2&,(bg4L I,...,, ,>I + [log3b(y ,,..., l )l) 
j=l j=l 
d = 0 jg, &log nj + 6,l 0g6i,) -+ 5 6,,(10gA(1,, ,.... id)+ log4Til..., id)) 
j=l 
=O(k(logn+6,,,...,,log6,, ,_.., i ,)+ 4 ,,.... i,, log41; ,,.,.. ,,,) 
f&,,....,d log 4~i,,...,i~ )). 
But di,,..., zd log A( lit ,..., id ) d & ,,..., id log(c log a) = Wag n + 6,, ,,.., id log 4 ,,._., Id ) and as by 
hypothesis for each dimension j 2(-Y,, ) = O(k(log nj + 6,8 log 6ii )), it results 
a- lI,...,i,i lOg4%,,...,,,) = ail,...,& log ( ) 5 A(L!fi,) j=l 
= O(bi, ..., id log(Wog n + &, ,._., I,, log &, ,.. ,td 1)) 
=O(% ,..., id(logk f log(logn + 6, ,..., td log&, ..,. id)>) 
= O(Wg n + di, ..., td log hi, ..., i,, 1). 
Thus, Gi, ,.._, ld = O(k(log n + 6i ,,,,,, id log (5 ,,,..,, )), and the theorem holds. 0 
By the results concerning paths and rings we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 5.4. There exist 0( 1 )-balanced schemes for d-dimensional grids (wrapped 
or unwrapped along to the various dimensions). 
Notice that, since there exist 0( 1 )-balanced Boolean Routing Schemes for weighted 
paths and rings (clearly’ schemes for weighted and unweighted paths coincide), the 
corollary still holds for weighted d-dimensional grids if weights satisfy the restriction 
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that for every dimension j, fixed an edge (Vi,, vi/) E Ej, for all il, . . . , ij_1, ij+l, . . . , id 
edges (vi, ,..., i,..., id,ui ,,_., i; ,._., id )EE have the same weight, i.e. each subgraph induced along 
the jth dimension corresponds to the same weighted path or ring. 
Results similar to the one of Theorem 5.3 can be proved for global, edge-balanced 
and edge-global schemes. Since they can be derived as particular cases of more gen- 
eral theorems proved in the next section, they will be given as corollaries of such 
theorems. 
6. Schemes for partial graph products 
Other classes of graphs have the same notion of dimension of the graph product, 
but not all nodes are projected in each dimension. This is the case of some common 
types of tori and meshes of graphs. 
If for each graph Gj = ( J$,Ej), we allow a subset of border nodes I$ C l$ to be 
projected in dimensions, we may define partial products of graphs: 
Definition 6.1. Given d 3 1 graphs Gi = ( fi, El ), . . . , Gd = ( 6, Ed) and d sets of border 
nodes q & K, let us define the partial graph product G = GI @ . . . ~3 Gd, as the graph 
G = (V,E), where 
. v = u:‘=, vi x .” x E-1 x K x %+I x “’ x I$; 
l E = u,“=i{(ai, ,..,, i ,..., id,uil,.,,, ii ,___, idI I JJil E F,...,Vi,_l E J$l,Vi,+l 6 J$+l,...,Uid E 
%>(Vi,,vii)EEj} 
In Fig. 2 an example of a partial product for d = 2 is given (black nodes represent 
border nodes). 
In the following, we will refer to component in dimension j (j = 1,. . . , d) as the 
subgraph of G induced by a maximal subset of nodes with same ili2 . . . ij_lij+l . . . id 
value. Notice that, by definition, any component in dimension j is either isomorphic 
to Gj or one single node (we will refer to such a case as a singleton component in 
dimension j). 
In order to represent all shortest paths for all pairs (u, v) of nodes in V, we introduce 
in schemes 9~ which represent at each node only a set of (not necessarily shortest) 
paths to a given subset 7 c V of nodes. In this case, we assume that node labels have 
length O(log 7) and labels of nodes in V - 7 are all equal and such that their bits are 
identically set to 0 (since it is not necessary to distinguish among them). 
Furthermore, if % = 171 and S, < 6, is the number of links incident to vi that belong 
to at least one path represented by the scheme Yv, we use the generalized definitions 
of memory occupation obtained from Definitions 2.1-2.4 by simply replacing n with 
Z and 6i with Si. 
We consider three different cases: 
l. l4 = vi1 ,..., i ,,..., id, IJ = vil ,.,,, ii ,_._, id2 and vi/ E I$ - ?$. That is, u and v belong to the same 
component in dimension j and Vii i/s not a border node in Gj. 
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VI 211 
da G Y G2 
212 213 
ro 
u2 213 
G 
2122 v32 
Fig. 2. Sample partial product 
2. u = DE I..., i ,,_... ldi u = vi; ,___, i; ,_._, $3 u’; E I$ -- 15, and there exists k # j such that in # ii.. 
That is, u and t’ belong to different components in dimension j and u(; is not a 
border node. 
3. all the remaining cases. 
With respect to the previous classification of node pairs, for any dimension j the 
following three schemes can be identified: 
1. .5‘7: the scheme representing all shortest paths in G,; 
2. 97’: the scheme that for any two nodes u, v E v represents all shortest paths between 
u and zi which contain at least one border node w E ?$; 
3. 97: the scheme representing all shortest paths in G, between pairs of nodes in q 
(recall that it is assumed that labels of nodes in C; - V, are equal, with all their bits 
set to 0). 
Similar to the previous section, we will use the notation below: 
~ lil,...,id is the label associated to node c,,,.,,,id E V. 
~ is,, (resp. o;, o[) is the amount of information stored at node ci, E 5 by q (resp. 
.Y’ @), including th II ’ c I e code strings. In the case of edge-balanced and edge-global 
schemes these refer only to the information needed to encode link predicates (in- 
cluding the code strings). 
- Q); I,..., i , is the overall space required at a node L+,,...,~,,. Again, in the case of edge- 
balanced and edge-global schemes this refers only to encoding of link predicates. 
~ C is the overall space required in the whole network. Also in this case, if edge- 
balanced and edge-global schemes are considered, we refer only to the encoding of 
link predicates. 
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- Ji, (resp. @, 6:) is the number of incident links in z+, E I$ used by g (resp. _!, 
5$. 
- 6i ,,..., id is the degree of node ui ,,.._, idE V. 
Notice that &, < 6,, 8;. < 6, and 13; 6 &, . Moreover, given UiI,,,,,id E V, if there exists 
j such that vi, E ?$ - T$, then 6, = hi, ,_,_, id and 6, log 6, = 6i ,,_, id log 6d ,,,,,, id. Otherwise, 
if for each j ui, t 5, then xfzl &, = 6i ,,_,,, id, and it is easy to see that, for all k > 0, 
it is Cy=, k& log &, = o(kdi, ,._., id log di, ,.__, id). 
The Boolean Scheme for G is obtained as follows: each label lj,,...,id is partitioned in 
a! + 2 substrings. Substrings 2; ,,,,., id , . . . , lo, ..., id correspond to schemes 9~ (j = 1,. . . , d) 
hY letting t;‘, ..., i‘, = Ii,, where I, is the label of II,, E 5 in q. 
The remaining two substrings correspond, respectively, to schemes 7 and 9J!. In 
fact, given vi, ,_.,id E Y, if there exists any j such that Ui, E 5 - F then lf’-.‘,j,,..,,i, = 1,9 
and ld’2 1 I,..., i ,..., ld = lfl, where $ and 1: are, respectively, the labels of ui, E J$ in 5$K and 
$. Otherwise, if for all j vi, ET, then all bits in the two substrings are set to 0. 
Since labels 1: and 1: may have different lengths with respect to the various dimen- 
sions, the (d + 1)th substring has length equal to that of labels Ei”, in 9[, where for 
each j # k %( Et. ) 6 ;I( Et), and the (d + 2)th substring has length equal to that of labels 
1: in Y[, where for each j # h A(/!) < A($ ). 
For dimensions such that labels I; or 1: are shorter than such maximum lengths, a 
suitable number of preceding O’s is inserted. 
Notice that the number of nodes of G is 
It =@1 -._; iid + (nl - Til)n2 ’ . . . ’ iid + . . ’ + (& - &)n, * . . . * &_I, 
where for each 1 ni = 7 and ni = 5, thus ~~El A(?, ) <cl log@1 . . . Ed) <cl log YE, 
Vi)< c2 log% d c2 log IZ, and A( Z[) d c3 log nh < c3 log n, for suitable constants cl, cq 
and ~3, and it results in 
‘(‘iI ,..., i, ,_.., id ) =,$ n(l,) + 2(/t”,) + i(Iph)dclugH 
for a suitable constant c, as required by the definition of the model. 
Let us now consider the code string Yi ,,..,, id of Ui ,,,,,, ia. If for each j z+, E F, then 
- 
=%I t..., id = cYil . . . ’ Ltifid *9; ’ . e 1 . 2: .2f ’ e . . . Y/f, otherwise (if there exists j such - 
that vi, E J$ - q) $$,,..,,;a = 9ij - .5?; . A$, where z;, 9; and ail are, respectively, 
the code strings of ui; E 5 in q, q” and 5’. 
For any label 2 = li, ,_._,id and 1 <j <d, let compj be the predicate verified by the 
labels of all nodes in the same component in dimension j containing node Vil,...,id, i.e. 
cornpi ==&j,, II*.* A q’, A Ej+’ A . * * A &;I . 
‘,+I ‘d 
For what regards link predicates, one of the three schemes is applied. In fact, for 
any link e = (vi ,...., i ,..., id,~il ,,,,, j;,..,, id ) the predicate P, associated to e at node ui ,,..,, ii,,,,, id , 
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is 
(COmPi A &I A Pe, d-’ ) ” ( 7cornQ A & A Pf+’ ) V ( 30/,,,. A Fd ), 
where P,S is the predicate associated to ej at node u,, in the scheme <T, Pf is the one 
associated to ej at node Vi, in q”, and PC, is the one associated to ej at node P,, in 
.~T 
It is then possible to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.1. The above scheme represents all shortest paths. 
Proof. Let us consider a node vi, ,_,,, i ,,,,,. (,, E V and one of its incident links in dimension 
j, e =: (vl, ,..., II,..., id’uil ,..., ii’,..., id)EE. 
Depending from the destination node vI; ,,_,, I; ,_,, ii E V, one among the following three 
cases may occur: 
vi ,,..., i , ..., Id and ui~v..,~~ ,.._, ii belong to the same component in dimension j and c,; is not 
a border node in Gj. In this case, ik = ii for each k # j. Edge e belongs to a 
shortest path from vi, ,_.., i ,,..., id to vi ,.._.. t ,._., ld in G if and only if edge ej = (Ci,, L’~;J ) E E, 
belongs to a shortest path from vi, E 4 to v,; E y in G,. 
Notice that, by construction, compj A c:~,,,, is true and the predicate PC, associated 
to e at node VI, ,..., 1, ,_.., id is equal to predicate PeT associated to ej at vi, E 4 by scheme 
,q’, restricted to the (d + 1)th substring of label I, ,,,,., Il,,,,, I ,. Thus, P,( I,,,. ,(,, . ...,, ) -= 
P;“-‘u, I,.... I,,) = p;(q). 
01, ,.... l,,...,id and vii ,..., ii,..., ii belong to different components in dimension j and vi: is not 
a border node in G1. In this case, there exists at least one k # j such that ih f i; 
and the corresponding destination node c”; E J$ does not belong to q. 
Edge e belongs to a shortest path from vi ,,,_.,, / . .. . . 1,, to u,; ,,,., I;,.,,.,A in G if and only 
if edge ej = (Q,, vi;,) E Ej belongs to a shortest path from c,) t b; to v,: E y in G, 
containing at least one border node in 7. 
,4gain, by construction, Tcompj AC;, O is true and the predicate P, associated to e at 
node v I, ,...,r,,...,i,, is equal to predicate Pt associated to ej at vi, E P$ by scheme CC<” (re- 
call this scheme represents shortest paths including at least one node in T), restricted 
to the (d + 2)th substring of label I, 1_._., ~,,..., id. Thus, P,(1, ,..... 1,..,.. ,,,I = ff”(l, ,,,.., , ,) = 
Pfi(Il’). ‘i I, 
vi! E L$ is a border node, i.e. 0’; E q. Edge e belongs to a shortest path from v ,,,...~,,,...~, <, 
td v- l; ,...) ;;,..., 1,; in G if and only if edge e, = (vi,, Ci” ) E E, belongs to a shortest path 
from v,, E PJ to vi; E 6 in Gj. By definition, such a path is represented by scheme 
:y ,, 
By construction, ~E~,.,~ is true and the predicate P, associated to e at node z’, ,___,,!,..., [ , 
is equal to predicate Fe, associated to ej at vi, E y by scheme q, restricted to the 
jth substring of label I,, ,,._, I , ..., i , Thus, Pe( li, ,..., i ,.,.. l,, ) = 7; (Ii, . . . . . l,i 1 = P,, (21, ). T--’ 
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In the following we characterize relationships between schemes defined on Gi, . . . , Gd 
and the scheme defined on G. 
6.1. Balanced and global schemes 
Theorem 6.2. Let G,, . . , , Gd be graphs such that schemes q.‘, S‘J”, and z are O(k)- 
balanced schemes. Then the scheme derived for G = Gl @ . @ Gd derived by the 
above construction is O(k log(nl . . . :nd)/ log n)-balanced, where n = 1 VI and nj = 1 J$I. 
Proof. First of all, for each node vi ,,,,,, i ,_,,,id and each dimension j, the label li,,,,,,id 
can be considered as partitioned into four substrings ll,j = ?i, . . . . -ii,_, , lz,j = li,, 
l,,j = T,,, . . Ii,, and ld,j, where 14,j is the remaining substring. 
According to this partition, the link predicate camp, can be rewritten as a!,,, A a: 3,, ’
and 
= c + 4kj~4,,) + A(z3,j243,,) + 4r10gA(Z, ,..., id)] 
d c’ + 4 log A( d%;:,,_.,,, ) + 4 log log n 
for suitable constants c and c’. Moreover, 
n(%l ,..., id:pd) = J%,>p,/) + 2[lOgA(%, ,._., id)1 
-- 
d C + A(%, ,Pe, ) + 2 log J(=%, ,.__, id ) + 2 log log 12, 
A(%, ,..., i.d,pf+‘) = n(T:~ff+‘) + 2~lOgA(~~,,__., id)1 
d C + 4~~,Pe~) + 2 1% ~(9jl,,.,,id) + 2 log lOgn, 
4=%,,...,id,f+*) = 4~~,Pefdi2) + 2[10gA(Zi,,,,,,id)1 
d ~+~(~~~,~~~)+2logi(~~,,...,~~)+2lOglOgn, 
where Fe, is the predicate associated to ej at node vi, in the scheme 3, PeT is the one 
associated to ej at node v,, in q”, and P[ is the one associated to ej at node vii in qp. 
Thus, for any link predicate P, associated to e = (v,,~.,,i ,,,,,, id, 2ii ,,,,_, in,,,, Id > at node 
vi, ,.._, i ,,..., id 
4%, ,..., id,P,)=4%5y;I ,___, & (COmPj A &g A$+‘) 
V(TCOmPj A Eg/...~ A Pe, f+2) v (TEi...) A Jy )) 
-- 
=‘+ n(p~,P~~> + n(Yif>P:) + A(Fi,,Pe,) 
+C’ log &XI,...,id) + C” log log n 
for suitable constants c, cl and c”. 
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If 1’ ,,,.,,, I ,,,,,, dE V is such that Ui, E V, - 7, it is possible to move only in dimension .i 
and it results in 
;i(Y II..... i,,> = %(S, ’ 2,: ’ 9() = A(%,> + 42,:) + j-(2!) 
=O(k(lOg~~j+si, logZi,)+k(lognj + 6’: log8;)+k(lognj+8& log6{)) 
= O(k(log n_, + 6, log 6,;)). 
Since A(Yi,, P,,) (A(9& P:), A(9;, PEf)) is just the space required at node L, 
to encode the predicate p,, (P;, P[) in the scheme CT (.y;Z, -!$‘), the overall space 
required at c,,,,,,.~,~ in the scheme for G is 
d’i, ,.._, ld < Oi, + 0; + 0f + Cbi,(lOgr.(~,,,,,,,jd) + 1OglOgn) 
= O(k(log nj + 6i, log 6, ) + 6,, log(kbi, log 6,) ) + 6i, log log n) 
= O(k(log nj + &, log 4, ) + 6;) log log a) = O(k(log n + & ,,.... I,, log 6 ,,.... 1,1 ). 
If z’i I,..., i )..., id E V is such that u;, E q for every j, then it is possible to move in every 
dimension and 
i.(_Yj ,,,___ i,,) = %(ZFi, . Yjd . .Yi~ . . . ,Yz . .2f 9:) 
= 0 ( ,$ k(log nj + a,, log hi, > ) = O(k(log(nl . . nd) + hi,,..., l,j log 4 I,..., I<, 1). 
The space required at node Ui,,,,.,id by the scheme for G is then 
= &i, +o; +o~)+cb- t,..... <,W~(~ I...., ,,,) + loglogn) 
,j=l 
= 0 ,$, &log n, + di, log dt, > 
+6ij,...,i, (log(k(log(nI . . . . nd ) + ai, ,..., id log &, ,..., Id )I + log log n > 
= O(k(log(nl . . . . nd) + hi ,,..., [,, log&, . . . 6,)). 
Thus, in every case Qi ,,,,,, id = O(k(log(nl...:nd)+di ,,..., id log& ,,,_,, i )) and the theorem 
follows directly from the definition of k-balanced scheme 0 
Notice that the previous theorem is weaker than the corresponding one for normal 
product of graphs, but if n and nl . . _ . nd are polinomially related, then the scheme 
for G is O(k)-balanced. 
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However, a better result can be found for the global case. 
Theorem 6.3. Let G,, . . . , Gd be graphs such that schemes T, q”, and q are O(k)- 
global schemes. Then the scheme derived for G = GI @ ’ . . @ Gd derived by the above 
construction is O(k)-global. 
Proof. As in Theorem 6.2, the amount of memory stored at node v~,,,,.,~~ is 
0 81 id Goi, ,..., id + OE ,,.,, id + O{ ,,,,, id + C&l ,..., id(lOg404”;, ,..., id) + l%log~), , , 
where 6, ,..., id x6, (0; ,,,, id =o[, O[ _,,, id =ot ) if there exists j such that vi, E Vi,, otherwise 
&,,...,id = Zf=l “i, COP,: .,_, id= Ef=* ‘,;Y oE ,,,_, id = IXYI~=l OC). 
By summing up over all nodes, the overall space required by the scheme to represent 
link predicates is 
oG C G%,...,id + oE ,.,., id + 0: ,..,, id ) + C ail ,..., id(l”gA(%, ,..,, id) + 1OglOgn). 
vi,. .,,,EV Ul,, ,‘d EV 
But 
Cty (% ,..., id + Or ,,_,_, id+ 0: ,,_ id) 1 7
“I,. .‘,+ 
=ii,. . . . . Ed c (oil +OE +oE)+...+nl . . ..?&_I c (cjd +op& +o:) 
Y, EVI yj E Vd 
‘d C k(lognl +J,,10g6tI)+.‘.+El ‘...‘zd_J 
us, EV, 
In fact, assume without loss of generality that there exist s 3 0 such that 0 <s d d, for 
each j <s Ei d nil2 and for each j > s iii > ni/2. Then, by recalling that 
n=El . . . . . &+(nl -Til)n:!‘...‘iZd+“‘+(nd-_d)nl ‘..:?&_l, 
and since a/cdx and b/d <x imply (a + b)/(c + d)<x, the inequality follows by 
observing that 
nln2~...~Tis~ii,+l.._..n~logn~+.~~+n,~...~~~_,.n,.n,+~.... .Edlogn, 
[(n1 - iil)ilZ n,Ti,+, Ed + ” + n, _. 3-1 (n, - n,) n,,, Ed] logn 
nlnZ...:Tislogn+..-+nl . . ..ii_. .n,logn 
G I[ -_ =2 3 nl n2 n, + + ii1 n,_, ns] log n 
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and 
< log fi,+[ + + log nd log(k,+l nd 1 
_ 
log n log n 
~ log(2” &,I Ed) ~ d + logn <q, 
log n logn ” 
Moreover, 
6 C 
I’,  ‘,, E 1,’ 
sz~ . . . Id loghi, ,..., Id + L‘,, cEi,4=%. .L.,) 
d C 6it . . . . . id 10g6i, .... 4, + C CO,, . .. . . i,, + 0,” ,,..._ ,,, + Of ,,.., i,,) 
1.4, .,,EY L’, , .,,El: 
. 
Thus, 
(G-0 k (i ‘~lw+ C 4 ,,.... i,,l~g~ji ,,..., ;,, + C 6, ,..,, ,,10g10gn cq. ,I<, E v 1 h l<, t v 
nlwn + Evdi I,..., I,, log4 ,,..., ld I 
and the scheme is O(k)-global. 0 
6.2. Edge-balanced und edge-global schemes 
Theorem 6.4. Let G,, . . . , Gd be graphs such that schemes CC$l, 9J”, and $ we O(k)- 
edge-balanced schemes. Then the scheme derived ,for G= G1 ~3 . . 8 Cd is 
O(max(k, log log n/ log 8min ))-edge-baianced, where d;min is the minimum degree of’ u 
node in G. 
Proof. As in the above theorems, for any edge predicate P, associated to e = (v,, , ,,,, il. ,,, 
C I ,,..., 1; .. . . . 1,,) at node u, ,,..., i ,..., id, it results 
4% I,.... i,,.pe) = c+4~;>P;)+nw,y,P$ 
+n(zJ,p,, ) + c’ log 4z I...., I‘, ) + 2’ log log n 
for suitable constants c, c’ and c”. 
If Vi, ,.., I,..... l,, E V is such that vi, E I$ - q, then 
4-K J,..., l , )=/qZ;, 9;:. Y&A(?F,) + i(s?,;x> + qL?+O(kS,, logd,,), 
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and the space required at node ri,,,,,,id to represent link predicates in the scheme 
for G is 
0. I, ,_.., id Goi, f 0; + 0: f C~i,(lOgA(S ,,_., id) + 1OglOgn) 
=O(k6i, log 6, f 6i, lOg(kdi, log 6i, ) + 6i, log log n) 
=O(k6, log 6, + 6i, log log II) 
=O(k&, ,,.., id log 4, ,.,., id + hi, ,,,,, id 1Og log a>. 
If 4, ,._., i,,..., id E Y is such that vi, EY for all values of j, then 
=O ($k&, log hi,) =O(kdi,, . . ..id log &I ,..., id >, 
and the space required at node ni,,,..,id to represent link predicates by the scheme for 
G is 
@il,...,id ~fbC"i, +O[ +~~)+c~6i,(IOgl.(ii.;,,,.,,i,)+lOglOgn)) 
j=l j=l 
=J$ (oi, + 0; + & ” > + c6i, ,.,., id(lOg A($Pil,,,,, id) + log log a)) 
=O ,$Jkdi,lOg6, +Vd' ( II ,..., idU”dkai, ,..., id 1% bi, ,..., i,j > + 108 log n> j=l 
=O(kdi, ,.._, id log hi, ,.,., id + ai, ,_._, id log log n). 
Thus, in every case the space required at node ri,,...,i, to represent link predicates is 
@il,...,ld = O(k&, ,..., id log di, ,._., id + &, ,._., id log log n>, 
and the theorem follows directly from the definition of k-edge-balanced scheme. 0 
A similar theorem can be proved for the edge-global case. 
Theorem 6.5. Let GI,. . . , Gd be graphs such that schemes y, q., and 3 are O(k)- 
edge-global schemes. Then the scheme derived for G=Gl @I . . .@3 Cd is 
k, 
co,, ,,,Ev h,...,id lwlwn 
c “,,, ,,,EV h, ,..., id log% ,..., id 
_edge global 
- 
Proof. As in Theorem 6.3, the amount of memory stored at node Ui,,,.,,id to represent 
link predicates is 
@it ,.._, id Goi, ,.__, id + OFI ,__,, id + ot ,,,_, id + CJi, ,.._, id(108 J(zipi, ,.,,, id > + log log n>, 
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where 01, ,..., i , =6, B (0: id=oS,Oil ld =o[) if there exists ,j such that t’i, E K, ; otherwise 
Cl,, _.,1,, = cf=: oi, (o:I:...:j~ = ~=,O:,, O!,___,, = C;=, O$), 
By summing up over all nodes, the overall space required by the scheme to represent 
link predicates is 
(’ d )-+ c 8, I...., i,UogJ.(z I,..., &,)+loglogn). 
1’ I I’,, .‘d t 1 
But 
=O(n2’... ’ nd C k6j, IOg 6,, + f nl . Ed- ] C k6i,, IOg 6,,~ ) 
IL , E VI 
=O k C 4 I,..., tt,logh ,,_.., t,
1 8,. .,,EV 1 
Moreover, 
I,,,, E L:/ 
‘, + 1% 
4% ,,..., !,, > 
6. l,....,l<i 1 
G 
[‘I,. 
,c,EV 6 I..., 1,, + 4 /..... ld + 0: .. . J
=O ( k C 61, ,..., Id logdi, ._.., i,1‘1, ‘,, E v ) 
Thus, the overall amount of space required to represent link predicates is 
(I:=0 
c 
k C di, ,..., idlogail ,.,.. is, -t C di, ,..., i,, loglogn 3 
‘11 ‘5, t v I;,, .,,,EV 1 
and the theorem follows directly from the definition of k-edge-global scheme. _; 
6.3. Relationships among direrent schemes 
Theorem 6.6. Let G 1, . . . , Gd be graphs such that schemes y, .T”, and q ure 0( k )- 
edge-balanced schemes. Then the scheme derived ,for G=G, @ . ’ ~$1 G‘d is 
O(max,_,, ‘2 t v 
kn+k&,, rd log &, .zd 
log n+6,, ,,) log 6,, ,‘<) )-balanced. 
Proof. As in Theorem 6.4, the space required at a node v,,,,,,,,~ to represent link pred- 
icates is O(k6i,.,,,,id log 6i,, _,,i,, + 6i ,,,,_, id log log n). Thus, the overall amount of informa- 
tion required at a node Ui,,,..,id to store the node label and represent link predicates 
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is 
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fiil,...,*d =O(logn + kdi, ,._., id logdi, ,.._, id + ht, ,..., id loglogn) 
=O(log n + kai, ,_._, id log di, ,.__, id 1. 
In fact, notice that if 6,, ,,,_, id= O(log n/log log n), then 6i,, ,,.,id log log IZ = 0( log n), while if 
6 I ,,..., ld = Wag dlog log n>, then log hi, ,,,_, ld - Wag log n) and hi, ,._., id log 1% n = O(& ,,__., ld
log ail,...,id 1. 
The theorem follows directly from the definition of k-balanced scheme. 0 
Notice that, since 
log n + khi, ,_.., id log hi, ,._., id = O(k), 
V fjmSV logn + hi, ,,,,, id 10g6ij ,..., id 
the scheme derived for G is also O(k)-balanced. Moreover, if for each oi,,,,,,id E 
V(k6i,,,,.,i, log 6i,,.,,,id)=O(10g n), then the scheme is O(l)-balanced. This observation 
is particularly relevant in practice, since in most reasonable networks, even if the num- 
ber of processors is large, the degree is usually small or constant. 
A similar result can be proved for the global case: 
Theorem 6.7. Let Cl,. . . , Gd be graphs such that schemes CT,q”, and 2$ are O(k)- 
edge-global schemes. Then the scheme derived for G = GI ~3 . ’ . @ Gd is 
0 
nlogn+kC,,, ,,,~v~rl,..., i,logdi, ,..., id 
nlogn + C,,, ,,,~y 6i, ,..., id lW6i, ,..., hf 
-global. 
Proof. As in Theorem 6.5, the overall space required by the scheme for G to represent 
link predicates is 
0 k C &I ,..., id log 6,, _._, id + C hi, ,_,,, id log log n 
“11 .,,EV 01,. .‘,j EV 
Thus, the overall amount of space required to store node labels and represent link 
predicates is 
@=O(nlogn+k C di, ,._., idlogdi, ,..., id + C ai, ,..., i loglogn) 
U I,. ,1,EV czj, .‘d EV 
=O(fllogn + k C hi, ,..., id logd,, ,..., ,,I, 
K,, .‘d EV 
and the theorem follows directly from the definition of k-global scheme. q 
Again 
nl~gn+kC,~, , ,g&l,..., idloghi, ,..., id 
nl%n + C,,,, ,,,Ev ai, ,..., id lOghi, ,..., id 
=0(k) 
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and the scheme derived for G is O(k)-global. Moreover if k C ,,,, +, 6,,, .l,! log 
s I ,,,... 1,, =O(n log n), then the scheme is 0( 1 )-global. 
Finally, it is possible to prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 6.8. Let GI,. . , Gd he gruphs such that schemes .5$‘, .5/f, und q urc 
O(k HxAmcrd schemes. Then the scheme deriaed jbr G= G, 8% K G‘,, is 
O(max(k, klog FZ/& log 6~, klog(nl . . . . nd)/6, log d,))-edge-hufanccd, kihere I? = 1 b’ 1 
and n, = 1 V, 1, 6, is the minimum degree oJ’ a node in v= {t, I,,,,,, i,, E V / ,fLr cuch j 
L’,, E q}, and 5 c v is the minimum degree of a node in V - 7. 
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 6.2 and from the definition of k-edge-balanced 
scheme, by observing that if there exists j such that I:,, E 4 - q (i.e. c,,~,,,,~,~ t V ~ V), 
then ci, ,..... L,, =O(k(log n + 6, ,,.... !,, log 6, ,,._. ,,/ 111, othenvise f (, _. 1,! = O(Wog(n I n,l) + 
b l,..... l,( lo!44 I..... I,, 1). Cl 
Theorem 6.9. Let Gl, . , Gd be graphs such that schemes :<“, ><F3 und .Uj ure O(k )- 
global schemes. Then the scheme deriwd f& G = G, ,>: . x Gd i.v 
nlogn 
C,.,, ‘,, E I, 6; ,,.... i,, log o,, ,___,,,, -rdge-glohu’ 
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 6.3 and from the definition of k-edge-global 
scheme. 2 
Notice that, in the form it has been defined, the partial product operation cannot 
be repeatedly applied, since, starting from a set of graphs with given border nodes, it 
only provides a resulting graph, with no specified border node. That is, the operation 
has not been defined as “closed”. However, it is easy to prove that, if the definition 
is modified in a natural way to define also the set of border nodes of the resulting 
graph, then efficient schemes can be obtained for all graphs resulting from repeated 
application of the partial graph product operation. 
In particular, we may consider the case when a node z’,, .,.,(,,, in G is a border node 
iff all of vi,, . . ,u,, are border nodes of Gi,. , Gd, respectively. 
In such a case, it is not hard to see that the above theorems can be slightly modified 
to hold for any graph G which is a partial product of graphs Gi,. , G,/ obtained 
themselves by sequences of graph products. In fact, in this case, if G,, i= I,. , d, 
results by a graph product of simpler graphs, any property of the routing scheme for G 
will only depend from properties of the routing schemes for G,, that is, for example G 
will have a O(k)-global scheme iff all Gi have one such scheme. Notice that, if any G, 
is a graph not resulting from a partial product, then any property of the routing scheme 
for G will depend from the properties of all the three routing schemes introduced above. 
considered with respect to G, and its defined set of border nodes. 
Let us now provide some results on the graph product defined in the previous section, 
which is just a particular case of partial product in which for each Gj all nodes of G, 
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are border nodes. By construction, schemes 7, T” and Yj coincide and correspond to 
the scheme representing all shortest paths in Gj. As a direct implication, the following 
corollaries can be derived. 
Corollary 6.10. Let G,, . . . , Gd be graphs such that each Gj has an O(k)-global 
scheme. Then the scheme for G1 x ‘. ’ x Gd is O(k)-global. 
Corollary 6.11. Let G1,. . . , Gd be graphs such that each Gj has an O(k)-edge- 
balanced scheme. Then the scheme derived for GI x . x Gd is O(max(k, log log nJ log 
&in))-edge-balanced, where bmin is the minimum degree of a node in Gi x . . . x Gd. 
Corollary 6.12. Let G,, . . . , Gd be graphs such that each Gj has an O(k)-edge-global 
scheme. Then the scheme derived for Gt x . . . x Gd is 
CL+ ,,,Ev 6i, ,..., id loglogn 
cu,, ,,d E J7 6i,, ,.,, i,j log 6i, ,._., id )) 
-edge-globa’ 
Theorem 6.13. Let GI, . . . , Gd be graphs such that each Gj has an O(k)-edge-balanced 
scheme. Then the scheme derived for G1 x . . . x Gd is 
log n + k&t ,..., id log &I ,..., id 
log n + di, ,___, id1% ai, ,___, id
_balanced, 
Notice that, since 
uf~fFv 
log n + k&l ,..., id log di, _._, id 
lWn + 4, ,._., id log&j ,,_., id 
=0(k), 
the scheme derived for G is also O(k)-balanced. Moreover, if for each ai,,.,.,id E 
V(koil,.,,,id log 6,,,,._,i2)=O(logn), then the scheme is O(l)-balanced. As already re- 
marked for the partial product, this observation is particularly relevant in practice, since 
in most reasonable networks, even if the number of processors is large, the degree is 
usually small or constant. 
Theorem 6.14. Let G1, . . , Gd be graphs such that each Gj has an O(k)-edge-global 
scheme. Then the scheme derived for G1 x , . . x Gd is 
0 
( 
n log n + k C,,, ,,,d 6 v 4, ,..., id log oil, . . . . id 
nlogn+C u,,, ,,,cV oil,...,& log oi,,...,l, 
-global. 
Again 
n 1% n + k C,,, ,,,d E v di, ..., id log 41, . ... Id 
nl”gn + C,,,, ,,,er &I ,..., id log&, ,..., id 
=0(k) 
and the scheme derived for G is O(k)-global. Moreover if kx,,, ,z,EY Sil,...,ld log 
41, . . ..id =O(n log n), then the scheme is O(l)-global. 
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Corollary 6.15. Let G1, . . .,Gd be graphs such that each Gj has an O(k)-balanced 
scheme. Then the scheme derived for G, x . . x Gd is O(max(k, klog n/6,i, log &,i, ) )- 
edge-balanced, where 6min is the minimum degree of a node in GI x . x Gd. 
Proof. The corollary derives immediately from Theorem 6.8 by observing that 
nl . . . . nd =n, V =v and since V - ?= 0, the maximum in Theorem 6.8 must be 
taken between k and klog(nl . . . . @)/b,log 6,. 3 
Corollary 6.16. Let G1,. . . , Gd be graphs such that each Gi has an O(k)-global 
scheme. Then the scheme derived for Gr x . . x Gd is 
nlogn 
- 
c I),, ,,d E v 6i, ,..., id log bl,, ,,,ld -edge-global’ 
Finally, by Corollary 6.11 it is possible to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.17. Let G 1,. . , Gd be graphs such that for each G, ) Vj ) 6 cfor a suitable 
constant c. Then the scheme derived for G1 x . . x Gd is O(l)-edge-balanced. 
Proof. For each j=l,..., d, if Gj has a constant number of nodes, then Gj has a 
O(l)-edge-balanced scheme. This can be simply accomplished by associating to each 
node u,! E Vj a label of [log cl bits and an empty code string. Given any incident link 
e, the corresponding constant size predicate is P, =q,, V . V F/,, , where I;,~, . , I’,, are 
the nodes optimally reachable from ~‘i, through link e. 
By Corollary 6.11 the scheme for G1 x . . x Gd is O(max( 1, log log n/log &in ))-edge 
balanced, where dmin is the minimum degree of a node in V. But log logn/log &in = 
0( 1) since fimin 2 d and n <cd and the theorem holds. 3 
Theorem 6.17 is relevant, as it states that any product of graphs having a constant 
number of nodes has an optimal occupation even with respect to the edge-balanced 
one, that is the most restrictive case which implies all the others. In particular we have 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 6.18. There exist 0( 1 )-edge-balanced schemes for all d-dimensional hyper 
cubes. 
7. Conclusion and open problems 
We have introduced the Boolean Routing model, which generalizes and improves 
memory requirements with respect to Interval Routing Schemes. In fact, with the 
Boolean Routing Schemes we represent with efficient space complexity all shortest 
paths for some standard interconnection networks such as d-dimensional hypercubes 
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and grids and more in general for all networks derived as Cartesian products of other 
networks. 
There are still many unresolved questions concerning the Boolean Routing model. 
We list here some open problems for future research. 
- Apply Boolean Routing Schemes to other interconnection networks. 
- What about characterization results? More precisely, fixed a particular family of 
boolean formulae 9, what is the class of the graphs admitting Boolean Routing 
Schemes whose link predicates belong to F? 
- Consider more sophisticated string encoding strategies to derive more efficient 
schemes. 
- Improve, if possible, the trivial lower bound on the space complexity considered 
in this paper. In this framework, Kolmogorov complexity could possibly provide a 
better evaluation of the minimum encoding of the all pairs shortest paths information 
to be represented. 
- We assumed that only the destination label (O(logn) bits) is stored in a message 
header: what about if different (larger amount of) routing information were provided 
by messages? 
_ What about relaxing the constraint that all shortest paths must be represented? And 
what about considering paths whose length is within a fixed multiplicative factor of 
the optimal one? 
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